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Afraid of their enemies, his mother takes him to her
father's village, where he acquires knowledge of arts and
skill in arms through the favour of the goddess AmbajL He is
betrothed, and also discovers a buried treasure ( canto iv).
The auspicious signs on the body of a bride, the virtues of
a good woman—rather a formidable number—the marriage
of Vimala and Sridevi, and the festivities accompanying
it are then described ( canto v). The poet depicts their
joy with an unusual restraint:
Lovely flowers spread their fragrance in beautiful gardens. There, they
sport in dalliance; make coronets of camps flowers and crown each other;
they gambol in fountains,
Vimala then goes to live in Patana. King Bhima is
jealous of the rich and brave Vimala, and tries to have him
killed by a tiger; but Vimala kills the tiger (canto vi).
Tired of the persecutions of the king, Vimala leaves Patana,
captures Candravati, near Mount Abu, and becomes its
ruler. A traveller tells him of the twelve sultans in the
city of Rome who have made it their business to destroy
the Hindus. Vimala marches on them with his army, which
is described in detail. A battle follows. Vimala is victori-
ous, and returns to his city in triumph (canto vii). Then is
described Vimala's war with the Brahmana king of Thatha
in Sindha, (canto viii) and, finally, the reader is treated to
an account of the greatness of Jaina religion and to an
autobiographical note (canto ix).
Virnala was a heroic figure during the days preceding
those of Siddharaja, but the story of the poet is entirely
fictitious. For a study of contemporary manners the work
is invaluable, but, as literature, of little worth.
IX
Half a century after Lavanyasamaya, we encounter Naya-
sundara. He lived between c. 1560 and 1620; resided for a
long time in Gujarata; and had a lady disciple, Hemasri, who
composed Kanak3va& (c. 1585). Nayasundara, like all Jaina
sadhus, travelled far and wide, and was a student of the
Samskrta, Prakita, Hindi and Urdu literatures. He left
three social rasas—RupacandrakuhvararSsa ( c. 1581),

